Observing the Impact of Confinement on the Rearing of Land Crabs
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Abstract
The study observed the impact of confinement on the rearing of land crabs in an attempt to produce crabs that can be consumed without having to worry about their unwholesomeness, traceability and also the possibility of producing crabs all year round.
Two species of the land crabs were observed for five months: 35 Rainbow land crabs, obtained from Ada, a suburb of the Greater Accra Region of Ghana and 20 Blue land crabs obtained from Sokode, a suburb of the Volta Region of Ghana. The study investigated the 55 land crabs by observing their coexistence, feeding and reproduction in confinement. Dealers in land crabs and other resource persons who had some experience with land crabs where interviewed. At the beginning of the study, the average weight of a male rainbow land crab was 3.3 pounds and that of a female was 3.0 pounds. However, at the end of the study the average weight recorded for the male Rainbow land crab was 5.7 pounds and that of the female was 5.4 pounds. The number of rainbow land crabs that died during the course of the study was 7 and 12 escaped resulting in 16 of them remaining by the end of the study. Six of the crabs lost their appendages, one female moulted, 4 female crabs produced eggs and spawned. The only female Blue land crab that survived produced eggs in confinement but later died after three weeks from the commencement of the study. Results of the study showed that the Rainbow land crabs are hardier as compared to the Blue land crabs and thus, the best specie that can be reared in confinement. The Rainbow land crabs can be reared in confinement for a minimum period of five months if the confined area is darkened and hideout accessories provided. The crabs can be fed on a range of diets, from fish, vegetables to leftovers from the kitchen. However, the crabs seem to prefer sugar cane, palm fronds and fruits. The female Rainbow land crabs are capable of spawning in confinement when provided with the right conditions and environment.
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1. Introduction

Crabs are a delicacy in Ghana enjoyed by majority of the population, mostly inhabitants along the coasts and rivers. It is reported that crabs contain high levels of protein and essential minerals good for persons recuperating from an illness and for maintaining pregnancy. Some crab dishes prepared in Ghana are “apapransa”, “kotonshi”, crab palmnut soup and okro soup among others. Two species of land crabs indigenous to Ghana are the blue land crab (Cardisoma guanhumi) which can be found in Ho and its environs in the Volta Region and the rainbow land crabs (Cardisoma armatum) also found in Ada, in the Greater Accra Region of Ghana (Bright et. al., 1972; Ugbomeh and Bajor, 2015). These are the land crabs commonly found in our markets. Land crabs are mostly exploited by being captured directly from the wild and commercialized thus not only bring the crabs to the verge of extinction but poses danger to the environment as well (Dessuassi, et. al., 2018). Most of the crabs sold to the Ghanaian public are captured directly from the wild such as swampy or waterlogged areas with thick overgrowth, along streams, rivers and coastal shores (Oduro, et. al., 2001). Due to human activities that affect our water bodies such as the use of agrochemicals that find their way into water bodies and illegal chemicals used in fishing in these water bodies, crabs can be contaminated with heavy metals like arsenic contained in these chemicals (Mbeh, 2019; Zhang, 2018). Crabs can also consume poisonous fruits that can cause ulcers and lesions to those who consume them (Lloyd, 2001). The land crab’s ability to move to multiple sites, its preference to inhabit lower laying aquatic areas and their dietary habits make them reservoirs to different bacteria species such as Salmonella, Escherichia coli,
Klebsiella, Citrobacter, and Pseudomonas all of which are pathogenic to humans (Amadi, et. al., 2015). Crabs brought indirectly from the source of collection without first detoxifying them poses health problems to those who consume them (Hill, 2001; Lloyd, 2001). This unhealthy commercialization of the wild land crabs focuses on a significant economic activity, crab farming. Crab farming could provide additional income generating opportunity as a means of alleviating poverty and in the process conserving the environment (Mallen, 2011; Amadi et al., 2015). In order that consumers can purchase land crabs bred commercially without having to worry about how safe the crab is for consumption, this study focuses on observing the impact of confinement on the rearing of land crabs by investigating the following objectives: determining housing structures conducive for rearing land crabs; observing the impact of closeness of the crabs in a confined area; observing the possibility of female crabs reproducing in confinement and determining the best feed for the crabs.

Established Crab farms are not common in Ghana as such, this study of rearing land crabs is a way of initiating the establishment of such an enterprise in the country thereby, minimizing the problems of marketing of unwholesome land crabs to the Ghanaian public, the ability to trace the source of the crabs being purchased if the need for verification arises, conserving the environment since mangroves serve as profitable source of resources like fish, medicine, aside crabs (Alves, et. al., 2005) and the creation of employment since crabs serve as a major food source not only for Ghanaians but for inhabitants along the Gulf of Guinea, between Cote d’Ivoire and Nigeria and other parts of the world. Thus land Crab farming can serve as an export opportunity.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Biology of Land Crabs

The blue land crab grows roughly 127 mm wide and 102 mm long, weighing 400 g on average, though the males are generally larger than the females. As a juvenile, it is typically tan or brown in color with orange legs. As an adult, its coloring ranges from blue to violet, though some females are white or ashy gray. Its body, protected by a smooth carapace, consists of a cephalothorax and abdomen (Hill, 2001). Connected to its cephalothorax are five pairs of biramous appendages covered with tactile setae, each of which are sturdy and longer than the width of the cephalothorax. At its front are two pairs of antennae and two pincers, one larger than the other. The larger pincer in males can reach 300 mm in length. The blue land crabs are bilaterally symmetrical. (Burggren & McMahon, 1988; Hill, 2001; Lloyd, 2001). The rainbow crabs are said to originate from coastal regions of Africa (Bright et. al., 1972). In Ghana, they can be found in the sandy areas of the greater Accra region, particularly, Ada. They are found close to the banks of rivers, cultivated areas adjacent to permanent sources of brackish or sea water. They are said to be nocturnal scavengers that feed on palm nuts, coconuts, dead fish and scraps of vegetation (Clake, 2005). They are also known to be cannibalistic. Even though they spend most of their life on land, the females return to the ocean to spawn (Ugbomeh & Bajor, 2015). It is said that in confinement, life expectancy of crabs is a matter of how well they are cared for (Shelley et. al. 2011).
2.2 Importance of Crab Farming

Crab farming is very important in that the natural habitat of land crabs due to human activities, are contaminated thus making consumption of these crabs a critical pathway to exposure of such contaminants to humans. Tissues of aquatic foods exposed to contaminants have the tendency to absorb as high as 90% of such substances making the food harmful to consumers (Wang et al., 2020). Some contaminates that pollute the habitats of crabs that poses health problems to consumers include plastics that are ingested by the crabs thus ending up in their guts and when consumed by humans poses health problems (Watts, et. al., 2015). Crabs from the wild could also serve as carriers of microbes that may cause health problems to consumers (Amadi et al., 2015). Aside contaminating the habitats of crabs, human activities can also disrupt the ecosystem of such habitats and not only are they homes for crabs but for other important life forms. Establishing a crab farm will serve as a conservation initiative to help reduce the rate at which the habitats are exploited (Carney, 2016). Crab farming can also serve as a profitable and viable venture for domestic income generation and for exports (Salam et al., 2012; Petersen et al, 2011; Sathiadhas & Najmudeen, 2004).

3. Methodology

An observational research (case study) was initiated on February 28th, 2016 where the behavior of two species of land crabs were observed in confinement with the help of a camera and measuring scale. The study was carried out in Tema, in the Greater Accra Region of Ghana. The crabs, Rainbow land crabs, 35 in number, 23 females and 12 males were purchased from crab dealers in Ada, a town in the greater Accra region of Ghana and 20 Blue land crabs made up of 9 females and 11 males were obtained from Sokode in the Volta Region of Ghana. It is expected that some of the crabs would die in the initial stages of the study due to handling during hunting and transportation (Vosjoli, 2011), as such, crabs were acclimatized for about a week before the actual study began.

A pot and a wooden box were used as housing structures for the land crabs. The rainbow crabs were housed in the wooden box and the blue land crabs were housed in the pot. The wooden box had dimensions of width 60cm, length of 150cm and a height of 60cm with a lid of mesh to let in light and serve as an opening for ventilation. The pot had a circumference of 190cm and a height of 60cm with holes drilled around the base to allow excess water to drain out leaving a shallow puddle at the bottom for the crabs to get in and out easily. An earthen ware dish served as a lid for the pot since it is important for the housing structures to have a secure lid to prevent escapes. Some cage accessories such as rough rocks, leaves and branches were placed in the structures to provide stimulating climbing exercise for the crabs. Broken earthen ware and poly vinyl chloride (PVC) pipes with holes carved in them were placed at vantage points in the housing structures to serve as hideouts for the crabs. Hollow coconut shells were also placed in the housing structure as alternative hideouts. In an attempt to avoid soil contaminated with chemicals, the housing structures had beach sand obtained from Sakumono beach in the Greater Accra Region with leaves and grass as substrates. During the study, in order to provide that ambient temperature, the structures were placed in a shady area.
Regular misting was carried out to keep the substrates and the housing structure area damp and to help keep humidity up to the required conditions.

Tap water stored in a container and left to stand for a minimum of 48 hours was provided for the crabs. The water was kept clean and fresh with regular changes and later sea water in shallow plastic containers for the female Rainbow land crabs to spawn in after observing that the females with eggs needed larger containers to hold more volumes of water to enable them spawn effectively.

Traders of crab in Tema, Ada and Ho markets and resource persons with experience in crabs were randomly selected and interviewed on the housing and feeding of the crabs. The interviews conducted and the fact that crabs are omnivores that eat both plant and animal (Ugbomeh & Bajor, 2015) informed the diet fed to the crabs during the study. The main diet offered to the land crabs were palm fronds, palm fruits, anchovies and sugarcane. Occasionally, fresh vegetables, fruits, yam peels, cassava peels were also provided. Spoiled or moldy food may lead to the crab's death (Vosjoli, 2011) as such, any uneaten portions of food going bad were removed after a week to prevent unsanitary conditions.

It was further realized from the interview conducted that it was best not to handle crabs unless necessary. During the study crabs were handled at list once in a month, mostly when they were being weighed. The design of the wooden housing structure for the crabs had enough room to work around the crabs during feeding and cleaning without causing much disturbance to them. The pot, on the other hand, required that the crabs were transferred to another container for it to be cleaned.

Four recordings of the crabs’ weights were taken: the initial weight recordings were taken a day after the crabs arrived at the study site, the next recording was taken a month after the initial recording, the third was three months later and the final was taken five months after the initial recording.

4. Results and Discussion

The study lasted for five months. During this period, out of the 35 rainbow crabs under study, 7 died and 12 escaped. After a month, the total number of Rainbow crabs under study dropped to 27, after three months, the number dropped to 25 and at the time of the final reading, the total number of rainbow crabs under study was 16 (Table: 1).

Table 1 shows a descriptive statistic of the recorded weights of the Rainbow crabs. The initial average weight of a female crab was 3.0 pounds with a minimum weight of 2.0 pounds and a maximum weight of 4 pounds with majority of the females weighing 3.0 pounds. The average weight of a male Rainbow land crab was 3.3 pounds with the heaviest male weighting 4 pounds and the least weighting 2.0 pounds. However, majority of the males weighed 4.0 pounds. The average weight of a female Rainbow land crab after a month on arrival at the study site was 5.6 pounds with a minimum weight of 4.0 pounds and a maximum weight of 8.0 pounds with majority of the females weighing 6.0 pounds. The average weight of a male rainbow crab then was 5.6 pounds with the heaviest male weighting 8.0 pounds and the list weighting 4.0 pounds. However, majority of the males weighed 5.0 pounds.
### Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the weights of Rainbow land crabs in Pounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Initial reading after one day</th>
<th>Reading after a month</th>
<th>Reading after three months</th>
<th>Reading after five months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample variance</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Data generated for the weight of Rainbow land crabs from the observational research in 2016 by the authors*

The average weight of a female Rainbow land crab after three months was 5.3 pounds with a minimum weight of 4.0 pounds and a maximum weight of 7.0 pounds with majority of the females weighing 5.0 pounds. The average weight of a male Rainbow Land crab then was 5.7 pounds with the heaviest male weighting 7.0 pounds and the list weighting 4.0 pounds. However, majority of the males weighed 6.0 pounds. The average weight of a female Rainbow land crab after the final reading was 5.4 pounds with a minimum weight of 5.0 pounds and a maximum weight of 6.0 pounds with majority of the females weighing 5.0 pounds. The average weight of a male Rainbow land crab then was 5.7 pounds with the heaviest male weighting 7.0 pounds and the list weighting 5.0 pounds. However, majority of the males weighed 5.0 pounds after five months.
It can be observed from the results that initially on average, the male Rainbow land crabs weighed more than the females. The weight gain was generally rapid in the first month as compared to subsequent months. This could be due to loss of appendages in the case of some of the crabs and also due to the females releasing their eggs. It was also observed that a female Rainbow land crab shed its carapace.

In the case of the Blue land crabs, out of 20 land crabs, only one female survived and later died after three weeks. It weighed 2 pounds. The Rainbow land crabs were housed in the wooden structure and the blue land crabs where housed in the pot. It was observed that the pot retained more heat than the wooden structure serving as a factor that caused the death of the Blue land crabs within one week on arrival at the study site.

The only female Blue land crab that survived carried eggs in its apron. In the case of the Rainbow land crabs, after a month in confinement, four females Rainbow land crabs out of 15 were observed as carrying dark masses in their aprons. The first female to be observed carrying eggs was on 3rd May, 2016. On the 19th of June, one female Rainbow land crab released its eggs into the sea water provided in the shallow plastic containers. By the 26th June, all four females had released their eggs. Whitish membranes were observed a week after the females had released their eggs. Larvae-like creatures were also observed swimming in the sea water provided. On the 6th of May, the number of larvae-like population in the sea water reduced. By 14th June, all movement in the sea water seized. After 1st July, the sea water was discarded and replaced with fresh sea water. The study eventually folded up in December, 2016.

Rainbow land crabs exposed to day light for two months resulted in cannibalism among the crabs. It was mostly the females that lost their limbs. Out of 16 crabs (9 females and 7 males), 7 females lost their limbs ranging from 1 to 5 limbs. It was also observed that the exposure to day light dulled the colors of the crabs’ carapace and the crabs that were not able to find hide-outs, were sluggish. Three days after crabs were left in the dark, they became more active.

5. Conclusion and Recommendations

Based on the results, the study concludes that a wooden housing structure is more appropriate for crab rearing. The Rainbow land crabs have been found to be the best species that can be reared in confinement since they performed better than the Blue land crabs in the study. The Rainbow land crabs can be reared in close proximity for a minimum period of five months if the confined area is darkened and hideout accessories provided. The crabs in confinement can be fed on a range of diets, from fish, vegetables to leftovers from the kitchen even though, the study had shown that they prefer sugar cane, palm fronds and palm fruits. The female Rainbow land crabs are capable of spawning in confinement when provided with the right conditions and environment and thus has the tendency to reproduce.

A challenge faced during the study was the limited volume of sea water and conditions required to sustain the development of the land crab hatchlings. It is therefore recommended that, the study be repeated, creating an environment close to the required conditions needed to
sustain the development of the land crab hatchlings to observe if the hatchlings will develop to the maturity stage. A study should also be carried out to identify challenges and opportunities in land crab farming by locating and interviewing farmers and traders who are already in the venture. The study, finally, recommend Rainbow land crab as a more robust specie that can withstand stressful conditions and suitable for land crab farming.
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